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Systematic Service Innovation Workshop

For more information and bookings please visit our webpage & booking portal on
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/business/bleu/short-courses
Queries to: bleu@buckingham.ac.uk or 44+ (0)1280 820140

Mention the word ‘innovation’ and most people 
immediately conjure up an image of a new product. 
With over 80% of the UK economy based on services, 
this image is increasingly inappropriate. 

The aim of this workshop is to re-calibrate management 
and leadership thinking to recognise the already-with-
us service innovation imperative. Based on an ongoing, 
17-year programme of research to decode the ‘DNA’ 
of service innovation success, over 5 million case study 
examples reveal that 98% of innovation attempts 
currently end in failure. 

The ‘systematic’ aspect of the workshop is about 
learning from the 2% that have been successful. Was 
it luck that allowed them to succeed? Or are there 
repeatable, scalable processes that can be applied 
within any service organisation? 

This course is suitable for:

• Continuous Improvement Professionals in the 
Service Sector

• Innovation Managers
• Project Managers
• COOs
• CFOs
• CIOs

with Professor Darrell Mann
18 October 2016

Threaded throughout with real-life service innovation examples, the workshop will provide 
delegates with a hands-on experience of a suite of systematic innovation tools and methods  that 
will demonstrate not only is service innovation an imperative, it can also be done with a remarkably 
low level of risk.



For more information and bookings please visit our webpage & booking portal on
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/business/bleu/short-courses
Queries to: bleu@buckingham.ac.uk or 44+ (0)1280 820140

This one day event will take place on 18 October 2016 at The University of Buckingham, 
CRB2, Chandos Road Building, MK18 1AL
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Following a scene-setting introduction to the service innovation space, and an exam-
ination of a host of successful and failed innovation attempts from the recent past, 
the bulk of the day will walk delegates through a systematic innovation journey from 
insight to commercial success:

• You Can’t Start Until You Understand & Are Able To Empathise With People

• There Are Things You Can’t Know Until After You Start; You Have To Start Any-
way

• There Are Some Very Predictable Success Directions To Help Point You In The 
 Right Direction

• There Are Some Things You Can Listen Out For

• There Are Ways To Make Sense Of The Complexity

• There Are Tools For Overcoming Any Hurdle

• There Are Ways To Rapidly, Cheaply Prototype Service Solutions

• There Are Ways To Rapidly Iterate To The Right Solution

• There’s A Repeatable Roadmap

• There Are Ways To Automate The New Service Design Process 

• You Don’t Need To Re-Invent Any Wheels – Someone, somewhere already 
solved   your problem, the trick is reliably finding them 

Throughout the workshop we will be illustrated with practical, real-life case studies 
from a broad spectrum of commercial, government and NGO-based service industries, 
and will engage delegates in a series of hands-on exercises.

Prices 
£390 full delegate rate 
£295 john Bicheno Network (only for former MSc students of John Bicheno
Delegates are entitled to a 15% discount when booking for both this workshop and 
Big Data Analytics: Measuring REAL Waste workshop the day before on 17th October 2016. 


